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Abstract— This abstract summarizes work on tightly cou-
pling advanced estimation, navigation, and control algorithms
to enable a unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to intercept and
track a mobile ground target within an environment populated
by obstacles. The UAV has to rely on its own perception system
to localize itself, as well as detect and track its target, and
utilize nonlinear motion planning and control algorithms to
maneuver aggressively in order to intercept it. Although the
static environment itself (obstacles) may be known to the UAV,
the position and velocity of the target is not, giving rise to a
problem that incorporates uncertainty and is of time-varying
nature. The mathematical framework within which estimation
and control are co-designed allows for provable formal guar-
antees of performance. The efficacy of the proposed approach
is demonstrated through realistic simulations in Gazebo.

I. INTRODUCTION

The proposed approach tightly couples 3D visual-inertial
navigation and target tracking, to provably establish (i) con-
sistent and accurate robot and target localization, and
(ii) convergence of the distance between robot and target to a
pre-specified minimum safe distance. Estimating the relative
position between detector and target is achieved with exclu-
sive use of an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and a (stereo)
camera, on the hardware side, and a lightweight multi-state
constraint Kalman filter (MSCKF) [1] on the algorithmic side.
Features are linearly marginalized to utilize their motion
information without the need to store them in the state vector.
The marginalization allows for the creation of constraints
between the window poses while bounding the problem size,
resulting in a computationally efficient estimation algorithm.
This approach has been extended to include camera-to-IMU
spatial and temporal calibration [2], to handle degenerate
motions [3], and to enforce observability properties [4].

Aerial target tracking and navigation in a cluttered en-
vironment based on on-board estimation has been recently
demonstrated in a case of tracking a spherical rolling tar-
get [5]. The latter approach employed a geometric approach
similar to visual servoing, a receding horizon strategy that
penalizes velocity and position errors, and a UAV motion
control scheme based on minimum-snap trajectory genera-
tion [6]. So far, however, provable collision avoidance and
target convergence guarantees are elusive, especially when
considering nontrivial sensor platform dynamics. The ap-
proach described in this abstract achieves this by combining
a new type of navigation functions developed for moving
targets [7], with a geometric position and attitude tracking
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UAV controller. The navigation function creates an almost
globally attractive (to the target) vector field, which is uti-
lized as a velocity reference for the UAV’s controller. Vector
field tracking has been entertained in earlier work [8], but
neither for the purpose of intercepting moving targets, nor in
non-spherical workspace topologies and without full knowl-
edge of robot and target states [9]. This work contributes
in (i) extending visual-inertial navigation systems (VINS)
to tightly-coupled 3D visual-inertial localization and target
tracking, and (ii) integrating geometric UAV control with
time-varying navigation functions in star-forests of obstacles.
The approach is validated in ROS/Gazebo simulations.

A. UAV Control

Let m denote the mass of the quadrotor UAV, J ∈
R3×3 its moment of inertia about a frame aligned with
the principal axes and attached at the center of mass cg,
and Mg the acceleration of gravity in the inertial frame.
The relative orientation between the inertial frame and the
principal one at the UAV’s center of mass is captured by
the rotation matrix M

cgR ∈ SO(3). The quantities Mp(t)
and MpT (t) ∈ R3 denote the position of the UAV and the
target, respectively, in the inertial (MAP) frame. Take r to
be the radius of the spherical bubble around the target and
define the goal for navigation as minimizing the function
J
(
Mp,MpT

)
= ‖Mp − MpT ‖2 − r2 Let {0, . . . , S} be an

index set of spherical obstacles, including the workspace’s
outer boundary indexed 0, and for i ∈ {0, . . . , S}, denote
ρi, oi, the center and radius of each obstacle, respectively.
Define β0(Mp,MpT ) = ρ20−‖Mp−o0‖2 to be the workspace
boundary, and βi(

Mp,MpT ) = ‖Mp − oi‖2 − ρ2i any other
interior obstacle. Let β(Mp,MpT ) =

∏S
i=0 βi(

Mp,MpT ).
It can be shown [7] that there exists a positive number
N such that ∀k ≥ N , and for a suitably large parameter
λ ∈ R+, (Mp,MpT ) = J(Mp,MpT )[

J(Mp,MpT )κ+λβ(Mp,MpT )
]1/κ has

navigation function properties on a sphere world S with a
suitably chosen λ. For a diffeomorphism hλsq

parameterized
by a suitably chosen parameter λsq ∈ R+, mapping a star
world F to a forest of stars in the form of three-dimensional
squircles [10], the composition ϕ = ϕ̃ ◦ hλsq can also be
shown [10] to have navigation function properties on F .

Let the linear and angular velocity of the UAV relative
to the inertial frame be denoted Mv and Mω, respectively,
and the angular velocity vector relative to the body cg
frame be cgω. If vmax is the vehicle’s maximum speed,
and k is a positive control gain, then a velocity reference
relative to the inertial frame can be defined as Mvd ,
− erf

(
k(‖Mp− MpT ‖ − r)

)
· ∇pϕ
‖∇pϕ‖ · vmax. The velocity

error for the UAV would then be ev , Mv − Mvd. Let



·̂ : R3 → so(3) denote the wedge operation. With M
cgRd

and ωd denoting some desired UAV orientation and angular
velocity for the UAV, respectively, the orientation and angular
velocity errors are êR = 1

2

(
M
cgR

ᵀ
d

M
cgR − M

cgR
ᵀ M

cgRd

)
,

eω = cgω − M
cgR

ᵀ M
cgRd

cgωd; with kv , kR and kω being
positive control gains for velocity, orientation, and angular
velocity, the control inputs for the UAV (total thrust f and
total moment M relative to cg can be set as (cf. [11])

f =
(
− kvev +m Mg +m Mv̇d

)
·
(
M
cgR

Mg
‖Mg‖

)
M = −kR eR − kω eω + cgω × J cgω

making ev , eR, and eω converge exponentially to zero.

II. STATE ESTIMATION

It is assumed that the UAV is only equipped with an
IMU, providing linear acceleration and angular velocity read-
ings, and a set of stereo cameras. Taking into account
the limited computational resources on the UAV, and the
need for low-latency, a filtering-based VINS solution known
as the MSCKF [1] is now extended and applied to this
problem. With G denoting the IMU’s global frame and Ik
the IMU’s local frame at step k, the state representation
for the UAV’s IMU at time step k can be written xIMU,k =[
Ik
G q̄

ᵀ
bwk

ᵀ Gvk
ᵀ

bak
ᵀ Gpk

ᵀ
]ᵀ

, which includes the
unit quaternion parameterizing the rotation from the global
frame to the local IMU frame, gyro bias, global velocity,
accelerometer bias, and global position, respectively. The
state of the target, T ∈ R3n+3, is parameterized using
a constant derivative model of order n, in which Gp

(i)
Tk

denotes the ith derivative of the target’s position Tk =[
GpTk

ᵀ Gp
(1)
Tk

ᵀ
Gp

(2)
Tk

ᵀ
· · · Gp

(n)
Tk

ᵀ
]ᵀ

. Letting now nT
denote a Gaussian noise vector, the target is assumed to
evolve as Gṗ

(i)
T = Gp

(i+1)
T , Gṗ

(n)
T = nT giving rise to

a linear target evolution model —which allows for simple
integration into the filter propagation step. Due to performing
localization in a previous map, a 1-DOF relative quaternion
(corresponding to yaw), M

G q̄ and relative position between
the IMU’s global frame and the prior map frame, GpM are
also estimated. Bearing measurements to known landmarks
and the target, as seen from pair of stereo cameras, are
utilized in the standard EKF manner. Meanwhile, bearing
measurements to unknown features are processed through the
computationally efficient MSCKF update step.

III. SYSTEM VALIDATION

In the validation scenario, a UAV (Firefly) equipped with a
20◦ downward facing VI-sensor intercepts a target (realized
by a turtlebot). The target moves in a straight line with a
velocity of 1 m/s and the UAV intercepts it with a maximum
speed of 6 m/s. The motion planning process consists of
three phases: (i) hovering at 2 m using a position controller
to initialize the tracking, (ii) target chase using the navi-
gation function based planner and velocity controller, and
(iii) hovering again using the position controller once the
target crosses the detection area. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show
the x, y and z components of the error between estimates,
and ground truth positions of the UAV and the target.

(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) VINS UAV position estimate errors; (a) Target errors.

IV. CONCLUSION

For dynamic ground target interception and tracking by
an UAV flying in constrained, unstructured (e.g., without
motion capture) and GPS-denied environments, a tightly-
coupled estimation and nonlinear control approach proves
effective. The approach utilizes an extension of a visual-
inertial navigation methodology based on MSCKF, and a
navigation function-based geometric UAV tracking controller,
that is informed about the vehicle’s location, as well as
that of the target, by the on-board estimator. The combined
estimation-control architecture has been validated in Gazebo
and current efforts are directed at outdoor field experiments.
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